We give a straightforward proof that divergence-form elliptic operators of order m on a d-dimensional Lie group with m > d have Holder continuous kernels satisfying Gaussian bounds.
Introduction
Consider the operator H = L (A a )* Ca,l' A.6 la/,I.6I::;n of order m = 2n acting on L 2 = L 2 (G ; dg) where G is a d-dimensional Lie group with left Haar measure dg, the C Ol ,.6 are operators of multiplication by Loo-functions, the AOl, A.6 are products of the skew-adjoint generators Ai = dL(ai), i E {I, ... , d} of left translations on L 2 corresponding to the multi-indices (¥, 13 and aI, ... , ad is a vector space basis of the Lie algebra 9 of G. (Definitions and background information can be found in [Rob] .) We assume Re L (V; Ol, COl, .6V; .6) 
Proofs
The proof of Theorem 1.1 is based on a combination of perturbation arguments and Sobolev embeddings which extends ideas of [AMT] but avoids any form of scaling. Since the proof for non-unimodular G introduces some extraneous difficulties we first examine unimodular G and subsequently explain the extension to non-unimodular groups. The proof for unimodular G is in two steps. The first step establishes uniform bounds. The second step extends the uniform bounds to Gaussian bounds by Davies' exponential perturbation method [Dav] .
Step 1 (Uniform bounds: unimodular G) (5) for all a with lal < n and all t > O. (Initially these estimates are valid for t E (0,1] and then, by use of the semigroup property, for all t > 0.) The main technical difficulty in this first step is to establish that the bounds (5) remain valid for lal = n and some p > 2.
The proof uses the positive self-adjoint operator~m determined by the quadratic form ep~8m (ep) = I: IIAcxeplll al=n with domain L 2 ;n' Then .6. m is a strongly elliptic operator with constant coefficients which generates a continuous semigroup T with a smooth Gaussian kernel (see [Rob] , Chapters 1 and 3, or, for a short proof, see [EIR2] (9) for all >. .~Ao. One then concludes from combination of (7) and (9) that for all p E (1,00) and 'P E L p , uniformly for >. .~>"0 > O.
n } with the natural sum measure, using left Haar measure on each copy of G. Then Let C = (CQI, , 6) (14) gives Step 2 (Gaussian bounds) The Gaussian bounds on the kernel now follow by repetition of the foregoing arguments for the perturbed semigroup First the bounds (3) are replaced by with a and w independent of p and 1/J E D n (see [Rob] , Lemma III. (15), (16) and (17) in place of (4), (5) and (12) (AaIBf3Kt)(g; h) it then follows that and the Gaussian bounds (2) follow by minimizing over pER and ' I/J E D n . Note that the distance which naturally enters these estimates is given by
As the kernel of U p AcxS t Af3*U;;1 is given by (g, h)~(_l)!f3l eP(w(g)-w(h»
But this distance is equivalent to the normal distance (g, h)~Igh-1 1 (see [Rob] pp. [201] [202] .
Finally, similar estimates can be deduced for the Holder continuity of the derivatives of the kernel. Specifically, for all a, ,8 and (5 E (0,1) with 10' 1 +(5 < 2-
uniformly for all g, h, k, 1 E G, t > 0, pER and ' I/J E D n . Using (2) one can minimize the above bounds and obtain the second bounds of Theorem 1.1 by a slightly more complicated argument which we omit (see [EIR3] , proof of Proposition 4.5).
Step 3 (Non-unimodular G) If G is non-unimodular it is necessaTy to analyze the left differential operator H on the spaces Lft = L p ( G ; dg) formed with respect to right Haar measure. In fact the kernel 1(t is bounded if and only if the semigroup St extends to a bounded operator from L} to L oo .
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The left derivatives Ai are no longer skew-adjoint on L 2 but the L 2 -adjoint is given by At = -Ai + bJ where b i = (AiLl)( e) is the derivative of the modular function Ll at the identitye. Nevertheless H is still defined on L 2 as a maximal accretive operator associated with a sectorial form h(tp,'if;) = L: (Aaep,ca,fJAfJ'if;) lal,lfJl$n where (', .) denotes the scalar product on L 2 and the ca,fJ are linear in the Ca,fJ and polynomial in the bi, but the principal coefficients are unchanged. Hence H generates a semigroup S on L 2 with kernel k and now one has etc.. Once one proves that k satisfies Gaussian bounds it is then straightforward to verify that St(L 2 n L 2 )~(L 2 n L 2 ), its extension to L 2 is generated by the L 2 -version of Hand k t = ]{t. Therefore one must now repeat the proofs of Steps 1 and 2 but relative to the Lp-spaces. This presents no difficulty.
First, the Sobolev embeddings inequalities used in the proofs remain valid for left derivatives on the Lp-spaces (see [Rob] , Appendix B.2) and, in fact, they fail for the Lp-spaces. Secondly, the principal part P is now defined relative to L 2 as the operator associated with the form p(tp, 'if;) = L: (Aaep, Ca,fJAfJ'if;) lal, IfJl=n and the approximant Ll m is introduced by the form tp I--t Llal=n IIAa'PII~. After these changes the proofs proceed as previously. We omit further details. 0
